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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to explore some applica­
tions of the theory of reproducing kernels and to examine 
some of the connections between historically different 
approaches. The basis of the theory of reproducing kernels 
was laid down by N. Aronszajn [1] in 1950, and for our pur­
poses the relevant aspects of his work are presented in the 
introductory theory in this chapter. 
Chapter II begins with the problem of interpolation 
at a finite number of points, and follows the ideas of 
B. Chalmers [4] in an extension to an infinite number of 
points or functionals. From K. Yao [17] the idea of a 
sampling expansion and the space H-^  are introduced in 
Section Two, with some considerations of errors in finite 
approximations to infinite sums. Section Three explores 
the theory of splines and examines several minimum prop­
erties with the use of the reproducing kernel. The last 
section in this chapter contains an application to iter­
ative processes. 
The approximation properties of the first section of 
Chapter III are suggested by work with the spline functions 
of Chapter II, after some work by C. de Boor and R.E. 
2 
Lynch [3]; additionally, Section Two examines approximation 
in the sense of Sard in spaces with spline functions. Sec­
tion Three reexamines some approximation problems using a 
constructive technique which directly gives the approxima­
tion cons tants. 
Let X be a Hilbert space of functions defined on a 
set D, the inner product of f with g being denoted by (f,g). 
Definition 1.1. A reproducing kernel for X is a function 
from DxD to the scalar field of X which has the following 
properties : 
(i) For any fixed y in D, k(*,y) is an element of X 
(ii) For any f in X, y in D, f(y) = (f(x) , k(x , y ) ) . 
It is nice not to have too many objects around in 
order to avoid confusion, and thus the following is true: 
Theorem 1.1. If X is a Hilbert space with a reproducing 
kernel k ( x , y ) , then the kernel is unique. 
Proof. Suppose k ( x , y ) , j(x,y) are each reproducing kernels 
for X. Then for fixed y, 
I|k(-,y)-j(-,y)|| 2 = (k(x,y)-j(x,y),k(x,y)-j(x,y)) 
= (k(x,y),k(x,y)) - (j(x,y),k(x,y)) 
~ (k(x,y),j(x,y)) + (j(x,y),j(x,y)) 
- k(y,y) - j(y,y) - k(y,y) + j(y,y) = 0. 
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Thus k(x,y) = j(x,y). 
The next theorem is quite important in interpolation 
problems since it states that interpolation will be a well-
behaved process. 
Theorem 1.2. A Hilbert space X has a reproducing kernel if 
and only if for each fixed x, Lf = f(x) is a bounded linear 
functional on X. 
Proof. Assume that X has a reproducing kernel. Let x be 
fixed. Then 
ILf| = |f(x)| = | (f(y),k(y,x)) | < | |f| | • | |k(•,x) | | , 
so L is a bounded linear functional. 
Assume that for each fixed x, Lf = f(x) is a bounded 
linear functional. Then by the Riesz Representation Theo­
rem, for each y there exists a g v ( x ) in X such that 
Lf = (f(x),g y(x)) = f(y). 
Then defining k(x,y) = gy ( x ) , it is clear that k(x,y) is a 
reproducing kernel on X. 
Convergence in a Hilbert space usually means only 
norm-convergence. However, if one has a reproducing ker­
nel, then the following property holds: 
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a Hilbert space with a reproducing 
kernel k ( x , y ) . Let {fn^n=l converge in norm to f. Then 
4 
{ f n } converges pointwise to f and also converges uniformly 
to f on any set E on which k(x,x) is bounded. 
Proof. Let x be fixed. Then 
|f n(x)-f(x)| = | (f n(y)-f(y) ,k(y,x))| < | |f n-f| | • | |k(•,x) 
= | |f n-f| |{(k(y,x),k(y,x))}l/2 = | |f n-f| |/k(x,x). 
corollaries are immediate. 
Corollary 1.4. If X is a Hilbert space with a reproducing 
kernel k ( x , y ) , then for any y, k(y,y) is nonnegative. 
Corollary 1.5. With the hypothesis of Corollary 1.4, if for 
x in D there exists a function f in X such that f(x) ^ 0, 
then k(x,x) ^ 0. 
following is an important theorem: 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that X is a separable Hilbert space 
and has a reproducing kernel k(x,y). Then if {<^n^n = l is 
any complete orthonormal system on X, we have 
From the proof to Theorem 1.3 the following two 
Since most useful Hilbert spaces are separable, the 
00 
k(x,y) = I 4> n(x)4>n(y) • 
n = l 
Proof. Let {<£n}n = l ^ e a n v complete orthonormal system for 
X. Since k(x,y) is a reproducing kernel on X, for any n, 
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(k(x,y) ,<}>n(x)) = (c})n(x) ,k(x,y)) = (j)n(y). 
Thus ^n^y) i s t n e Fourier coefficient of k ( x , y ) , so 
00 00 
k(x,y) = I < f > n ( x ) < M y ) = I (k(x,y) ,(J)n(x))(J)n(x). 
n=1 n=1 
Corollary 1.7. If X is a finite dimensional Hilbert space, 
then X has a reproducing kernel, given by 
n 
k(x,y) = I (|)n(x)(J)n(y) , 
m=l 
where { <j>, . . . , (J)n } is an orthonormal basis for X. 
Since it is rather cumbersome to write the words 
reproducing kernel, we shall indicate them by the abbrevia­
tion r.k.. Also, in the next theorem and in later chapters, 
because for fixed y k(x,y) is in the Hilbert space, we shall 
denote L operating on the function k(x,y) by 
L x k ( x , y ) , 
where L is a functional on the Hilbert space. 
Theorem 1.8. If L is a bounded linear functional on a Hil­
bert space X with r.k. k ( x , y ) , then its representer is 
L x k ( x , y ) . 
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Proof. Suppose g is the representer of L. Then if f is in 
X, 
Lf = (f,g) = (f(x) , (g(y) ,k(y,x))) 
- (f(x), (k(y,x) ,g(y)) = (f(x),L yk(y,x)). 
Since by the Riesz Representation Theorem representers are 
unique, g(y) » L x k ( x , y ) . 
For later use, we need the next theorem. 
Theorem 1.9. Let X be a Hilbert space with a r.k. k(x,y). 
r i M 
Let i x n / n = ! i be a sequence of distinct points in D such that 
M <^  dim X. Suppose that for each j , there exists fj in X 
such that fj(xj) is nonzero. Then {k (x , x ^ ) , . . . , k (x , X J J) } is 
linearly independent [Note: M may be +°°] . 
Proof. Suppose there are a positive integer n and 
constants { c ^ } ^ ^ such that 
n 
I c±k(x9x±) * 0. 
i-1 
Now suppose that c^ 4 0. Let N>n, and consider the n 
equations 
N 
6 k i * I OjfjCXi) 
j-1 J 
7 
for i = l,...,n. Since we have n equations in N unknowns, 
there will be a solution (a-^  , . . . ,a N) . But then 
N n N n 
0 = ( I a ^ f W x ) , I c±k(x9xt)) =11 a i C i ( f i (x) , k ( x , X i ) ) 
j = l i = l j = l i = l 
n N n 
= I c i I a j f j ( x i ) s I ci6ki = ck, 
i = l j-1 i = l 
a contradiction. 
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CHAPTER II 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS 
This chapter gives some of the applications of the 
theory of reproducing kernels to problems involving 
interpolation. Section One is concerned with finding an 
interpolating function corresponding to a set of distinct 
points. A particularly useful example of a reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space is introduced in Section Two along 
with the idea of a sampling expansion. Section Three 
explores the uses of reproducing kernels in the theory of 
spline functions. An application to iterative processes 
is examined in Section Four. 
1. Point Interpolation 
In many applications the problem arises of finding 
that function which passes through a given point ( x 0 , z 0 ) 
and is of minimal norm. If the function belongs to a 
reproducing kernel Hilbert space X, with kernel k ( x , y ) , 
then the problem is solved by considering, if k ( x Q » x 0 ) j 0, 
f(x) - M x,x Q) z 0 
k ( x 0 , x Q ) 
since if f ( x Q ) - z Q i then z Q - f(x 0) = (f(x),k(x,x 0)), 
and by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
9 
| z G | - | (f(x),k(x,x 0)) | < I IfI I •I | k ( - , x G ) I I 
- I|f I|/k(x 0,x 0) 
or 
I If I I > l zol 
— / k ( x 0 , x 0 ) 
However, 
k ( X Q , X Q ) 
implying that 
llfll < I I f I I • 
Example 2,1. To illustrate this result, let us examine the 
subspace of L^tOjTr] spanned by the orthonormal set 
{ /1/TT , /2 / TT cos X, /2 / TT cos 2x, /2 / TT cos 3x, /2 / TT cos 4x}. 
We seek to find the function of minimal norm which 
passes through the point (TT/2,1). Recall from Corollary 1.7 
that this subspace, since it is finite dimensional, has a 
reproducing kernel given by 
4 
k(x,y) » ^ g D(x)g ( y ) , 
p = 0 p F 
where g Q ( x ) = /l / IT, and g^(x) = /2 /TT C O S px, for 1 ^ p <4. 
Then the interpolate of minimal norm is 
f (x) k(x >Tr/2) 
k(7r/2,ir/2) 
(1/T T)~ (2/TT) cos 2x + (2/ir) cos 4x 
5/TT 
= (1 - cos 2x + cos 4x)/5. 
The graph of this function is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
IT 
The shape of f(x) is what one's intuition says an interpo 
late of minimal norm should look like: small, except for 
peak at the abscissa of the interpolating point. 
For the more general problem of finding a function 
which passes through n points, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let {xp}p
=
-^ be a sequence of distinct point 
and X be a r.k. Hilbert space with r.k. k(x,y) such that 
0 
Figure 1. Interpolate of (ir/2,1). 
for each p in [l,n], there is a function g in X for which 
g ( x p ) ^ 0. Then the interpolate of {(x i , z±)|l^i^n} is the 
solution to the determinantal equation 
(2.1) 
f(x) zi 
kCxjX!) M x ^ x ^ ) 
•n 
k ( x n ,x x) 
= 0 
k ( x , x n ) k ( x 1 , x n ) ... k ( x n , x n ) 
Moreover, f(x) is the interpolate of minimal norm. 
Proof. Let M^ be the matrix obtained from 
z l z n 
k ( x ! , x i ) . .. k ( x n ,xj) 
k C x ^ j X ^ ) . . . k ( x ^ j X ^ ) 
by deleting the i t f t row. Expanding the determinant (2.1), 
we get 
0 = f(x)|M X| - k ( x , x x ) | M 2 | 
+ k ( x , x 2 ) | M 3 | + ... + (-l) nk(x,x n)|M n + 1|, 
and then solving for f, 
12 
n 
f(x) = 
I ( - D n + 1 k ( x , X i ) |M1 + 1 
i = l 
[M71 
Notice that | Mj_ | ^ 0, since M-^  is a Gram matrix [the 
element k ( x ^ , X j ) = ( k ( x , x j ) , k ( x , x ^ ) ) and by Theorem 1.9, 
x , X j ) and k(x,x^) are linearly independent provided that 
i ^ j ] . We can write 
n 
(x) = I ( - l ) i + 1 k ( x , x ± ) | M ± + 1 
i = l 
as 
g(x) = (-1) n-1 
z l 
kCxj^.xj^) 
•n 
0 
k(x n,xi) k(x,x 1) 
k ( x l > x n ) k ( x n » x n ) k(x,x n) 
Then 
g ( x O = (-1) n-1 
zi •n 
k(xi,xi) ... k(xj,xi) ... k(xj,xi) 
k ( x 1 , x n ) ... k(xj,x n) ... k(xj,x n) 
13 
- (-D n-1 
- z . 
J 
k(x;L , X ; L ) . . . k ( x n , X l ) 0 
k ( x i , x n ) ... k ( x n , x n ) 0 
= ( - i ) n " 1 ( - D n ( - z j ) | M X I = Z J | M X I . 
Thus f ( X j ) = g ( x j ) / | M j J = Z j , so that f is an interpolate 
of { ( x ^ , z ^ ) | l<_i<n}. Now suppose that h ( x ) is a function 
in X and h ( x i ) = f ( X i ) for i = 1,2 n. Then 
L L F L L 2 = ( { I ( - D i + 1 k ( x , X i ) | M 1 + 1 | } / I M I L , f ( x ) ) 
i = l 
(2.2) = { I (-l) 1 + 1|M i + 1|(k(x,x.),f(x))}/|M 1 
i=l 
= { I ( - l ) 1 + 1 | M i + 1 | f ( x ± ) } / | M X | . 
i = l 
Since the value of the norm of f depends only on the values 
of f at the points x_^, which are equal to the values of h at 
each of these points, and since each step is reversible up 
to the first equality in (2.2), we have that 
14 
f | | 2 - < C I ( - l ) l i " 1 k ( x , x i ) | M ± + 1 I > / |M X I , h ( x ) ) 
n 
 +  
1 = 1 
= (f(x) ,h(x)) < | |f| | • | |h| | . 
Hence f is the interpolate of minimal norm. 
Recall from Chapter I that on a Hilbert space with a 
reproducing kernel, any linear functional of the form 
Lf = f ( x ) , 
for a fixed x, is a bounded linear functional; the above 
theorem can therefore be generalized to interpolating n 
linearly independent functionals, where by interpolating a 
set of linear functionals {L"^,...,L n} at the values 
{z 2,• • • ,z n} , respectively, we mean finding that element f 
in X for which L*f = z^, for i = l , 2 , . . . , n . 
Theorem 2 . 2 . On a Hilbert space X with r.k., let L 1 , 
i = l,...,n, be linearly independent bounded linear funct­
ionals. Then an interpolate of { ( L 1 , z^) |l^i^n} , for z^ 
complex numbers, is given by 
f ( y ) z ± 
L xk(x,y) L^L xk(x,y) 
n 
L^L xk(x,y) 
L nk(x,y) L 1L l lk(x,y) . . . L n L u k ( x , y ) 
= 0 
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Lemma 2 . 3 . S u p p o s e L i s a b o u n d e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l on a 
r . k . H i l b e r t s p a c e w i t h r . k . k ( x , y ) . T h e n L x k ( x , y ) i s an 
e l e m e n t of X . 
P r o o f . By t h e R i e s z R e p r e s e n t a t i o n T h e o r e m t h e r e i s an 
e l e m e n t g i n X s u c h t h a t L f = ( f , g ) , f o r a n y f i n X . B u t 
L x k ( x , y ) = ( k ( x , y ) , g ( x ) ) = g ( y ) , an e l e m e n t o f X . 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . As i n T h e o r e m 2 . 1 , s u p p o s e we e x p r e s s 
f a s 
I ( - l ) i + 1 L x k ( x , y ) | Q ± + 1 
f ( x ) = i = l 
l Q i + l | 
w h e r e Q. i s t h e m a t r i x 
L j L ^ k ( x , y ) L ^ L ^ k ( x , y ) 
L ^ L ^ k ( x , y ) L ^ L x k ( x , y ) 
w i t h i t s i - ^ r o w d e l e t e d . T h e n 
L ^ f = { I ( - l ) i + 1 L J L x k ( x , y ) | Q 1 + i | } / | Q i | 
i = l 
w h i c h i s t h e s a m e a s 
16 
-1 
0 
lJL xk(x,y) LlL xk(x,y) 
L^L^kCx.y) L^L xk(x,y) 
n 
.. L n L x k ( x , y ) 
.. L nL^k(x,y) 
-1 
• 2 j 
0 
•n 
= z 
Example 2.2. Suppose X is the span of p Q ( x ) = 1, p-^(x) = x 
and p£(x) = (3x - l)/2, on the interval [-1,1]. These are 
Legendre polynomials, which become orthonormal polynomials 
on the interval [-1,1] by defining 
q ± ( x ) = Pi(x) / 2 T + 1 / / 2 , 
for i = 0,1,2, these being orthonormal functions with 
respect to the inner product 
(f,g) = / f(x)g(x)dx. 
-1 
Now let L 1 f = f ( l ) , and L 2 f = / f(x)dx. L 1 and L 2 are 
-1 
linearly independent, so we can use Theorem 2.2 to construct 
1 2 
a function which interpolates (L ,-1) and (L , 0 ) . By 
Theorem 2.2, since 
k (x,y) = I q±(x)q±(y) , 
i = 0 
we know that the interpolate f is given by 
0 = 
f (y) -1 
L^k(x,y) L^L xk(x,y) L 2 L x k ( x , y ) 
L xk(x,y) LyL xk(x,y) LyL xk(x,y) 
or 
f(y) = -(165y + 60y - 25)/200. 
1 
Notice that f(l) = - 1 , and / f(y)dy = 0. 
-1 
Example 2.3. In a more general setting, let us consider 
interpolation in B = {z£C : | |z| | _< l } , the unit ball in 
the set of all complex numbers. The collection X of all 
square-integrable analytic functions defined on B forms a 
Hilbert space with the inner product 
(f,g) = // f(z)g(z)dxdy. 
B 
By the Cauchy Integral Theorem, if z Q is in B and S is a 
18 
circle in B with z 0 in S, 
£ U 0 ) -T±T! ^ dz 
o 
2 T T i ^ s z-z 
and 
TT | 
f (z) 
2 T|$S z-z n dz 
f (z) 
z-z 
dz 
= 2TT min z-z, T
 { // |f(z ) | 2 d x d y } l / 2 , 
where z = x + iy. Thus the functional Lf = f ( z 0 ) is a 
bounded linear functional, implying that the Hilbert space 
X has a reproducing kernel. From Davis [ 6 , p. 3 2 0 ] we know 
that / (n + 1) /TT z 1 1, n = 0,1,2,..., form a complete orthonor­
mal system on B. Hence by Theorem 1.6 we can express k(z,t) 
as 
k(z,t) = I H+i
 z t 
n = 0 
which is the binomial expansion of 
k(z,t) = l / { 7 T ( l - z t ) 2 } 
19 
Then the function which is of minimal norm and interpolates 
the points (0,i), (i/2,0), and (-i/2,0) is the function f 
which satisfies equation (2.1). This function is 
f(t) = i[ 544 - 225/(l-ti/2) 2 - 225/(1+ti/2) 2 ]/94. 
The following generalization of Theorem 2.2 is due 
to Chalmers [4]. 
Theorem 2.3. If { L m ^
=
2 ^ s a sequence of linearly indepen­
dent bounded linear functionals on a Hilbert space X with a 
r.k. k ( x , y ) , the problem of minimizing the norm of a func-
m 
tion in X subject to L f = a m , m = 1,2,..., has a solution 
if and only if l^g I | f n | | = M < °°, where f n is the function 
of minimum norm which satisfies L m f = am, for m = l,...,n. 
n m * * * 
Moreover, if a solution f exists it is unique and is given 
by lim f„. 
J
 n->-oo n 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 we know that f n is the function given 
by 
0 = 
f n(y) 
L*k(x,y) LyL xk(x,y) ... LyL xk(x,y) 
L^k(x,y) L*L£k<x,y) . •• L y L > ( x , y ) 
Assume that | | f n = M < °°. Now 
20 
IMn-fmll 2 " H f n l l 2 + I I f m M 2 " 2 R e ( f n , f m ) , 
and if in >^  n, ( £ n > £ m ) = (fn»^n^ since ( f n , f m ) is obtained 
by replacing the first column in the determinant form of f n 
by 
n' m' 
( L i k ( x . y ) , f m ( y ) ) 
(L5k(x,y),f m(y)) 
m 
L n f 
m 
<fn>fm> 
which is almost the same column that we get when taking 
( f n , f n ) , except that the top element is ( f n > f m ) * Thus 
=
 ( f r , > f « ) « N o w w e have n ' m v n ' n' 
f -f 2 = f 2 n m L n m 
The sequence {||f n||} converges, so it is Cauchy, 
implying that { f n ) also forms a Cauchy sequence, which 
further implies that it converges to an f in X. Also, 
L
"
f
 =
 L m ( U 8 fn> " m L <fn> " am-
m Suppose that L g = a m , for m = 1,2,..., and define u = f-g, 
so that for m = 1,2,..., L m u = 0. 
21 
We have that 
( U , F ) = ( U , J I G F N ) = ( U , F N ) , 
and examining the determinant form of f shows that (u,f n) 
is of the form 
5 c i n L l ( » > 
1 = 1 
for some set of constants (c.£n l^i <n} . Thus 
n 
lim (u,f n) = lim T c 1. nL 1(u) = 0. 
However, (u,f) gives 
I I 2 I I p I I 2 J. II I I 2 g " I I f I I + IlulI 
so that ||g|| ^ ||f|| and ||g|| = I m l if and only if u=0 
[or f = g ] . 
Conversely, if we know that the problem has a solu­
tion, notice that 
l l f l l l £ l l F 2 L L = • • • = l l f l l < °°» 
22 
so that l^g | | f n I | = M < °°. The above arguments also show 
that f = lim f„, so ||f|| = M . 
n-»-oo n * i i i i 
2. Sampling Expansions 
In the area of electrical engineering, particularly 
in signal and circuit analysis, a function which represents 
a given signal with time as a variable is often less useful 
than this function transformed by a Fourier transform into 
the set of functions having as domain a set of frequencies. 
Moreover, an actual device—for example, a transmission 
path or an amplifier—is usually characterized as having a 
finite bandwidth; that is, the device can only accept for 
processing a signal whose transformation into the frequency 
domain vanishes outside of a certain interval. Thus if 
is defined to be the subspace of L 2 (-00 ,+ 0 0) such that f is 
in H-^  only in case 
F(w) = / f ( t ) e " i w t d t 
—00 
vanishes almost everywhere outside of ( - t t , t t ) , we have: 
Theorem 2.4. The space H-^  is a Hilbert space with reproduc­
ing kernel 
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Proof. If i f n i n = i is a Cauchy sequence in H^ , then there 
is an f in L^C- 0 0,* 0 0) such that { f n ) converges to f. Now we 
OO 00 
also know J f ( t) e~" i a ) td t converges to / f ( t) e ~ i a ) t d t , 
_ oo _ oo 
implying that this last integral also vanishes outside of 
( - T T , T T ) . Thus H 1 is a Hilbert space. Now, if f(t) is in H_L , 
and F(o)) is its Fourier transform, then by the inverse 
Fourier transform, 
F ( T ) = _ i / F(co)e i a ) t :da) = _1 J F(a))e i a ) tda) 
2 TT - ° ° 2 TT - ° ° 
so that 
f (t) | < _ 1 [/^((O) I 2 D T O ] 1 / 2 [ ^ e ^ ^ d u ] 1 ' 2 
2 TT -TT —TT 
Thus the functional Tf = f(t) is bounded, so that H^ has a 
reproducing kernel. Now suppose that F ( O J ) is the Fourier 
transform of f. If 1(a)) is the characteristic function 
which is one on (-TT,TT) and zero elsewhere, and f belongs to 
H^, then we have that F(w) = I(o))F(o)). Now 
oo 77 
1 / I(a))e i a ) tdo) - i f e i a ) tda) = s i n t 7 T 
2 TT -oo 2TT -TT L " 
Hence by the convolution theorem [7] I(a))F(a)) is the Fourier 
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transform of the convolution of f(t) with (sin TT t) / TT t. 
Recall that the convolution of g(t) and h(t) is the function 
given by 
oo 
c(s) = / g(t)h(t-s)dt. 
— 00 
Thus F(u)) is the Fourier transform of both f(t) and the 
convolution 
f(t) sin TT(t-s)
 d t 
TT(t-s) ' 
so by the inverse Fourier transform, 
oo 
f ( S ) = / f(t) Bin 7T(t -B ) D T 
' TT(t-s) 
Therefore the reproducing kernel is 
k(t,s) = s l n , 
TT( t-s) 
We shall, by convention, assume that the kernel has the 
value of one when t = s. 
A sampling expansion for a set A is a type of inter' 
polation function which depends on the value of the given 
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function on a given set of points, the sampling ins tants. 
The use for a sampling expansion lies in a space of func­
tions like H^--those functions of finite bandwidth. In fact, 
Shannon [13] states that if a function f contains no frequent 
cies higher than W cycles/second [i.e. the Fourier transform 
of f vanishes for w > 27TW] , then the function is completely 
determined by its values at a collection of points spaced 
1/2W seconds apart, and his expansion of the function is in 
fact an example of a sampling expansion. 
Definition 2.1. A class X of functions defined on a set T 
is said to possess a sampling expansion for a set of distinct 
sampling ins tan ts {t^eT | iel}, where I is the set of inte­
gers, if there exists a set of sampling functions 
{ ^ i ( 8 t t ± ) | iel}, 
such that 
(i) ip^(s,ti) is in X for each iel, 
(ii) ^ ( t j j t ^ ) » ci^ij » i»J e*» and for some set of 
nonzero real constants { c ^ } , 
(iii) for any f in X, there is a uniformly convergent 
expansion given by, for seT, 
f(s) = I f ( t i ) ^ i ( s , t i ) . 
iel 
This reminds one somewhat of a complete orthonormal set, and 
in fact we have: 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose X is a Hilbert space of functions 
defined on a set T, and suppose that X has a r.k. k(s,y) 
Let 
{<|>± (s , t ± > | t ± e T , iel} 
be a complete orthonormal system in X. If there are non 
zero constants c-^,..., all real, such that 
^ ( s . t i ) = CikCs.ti) 
for any iel, and 
|k(t,t)| < c < », 
for any t in T, then the complete orthonormal expansion 
any f in X, given by 
f(s) = I a±<b±(s ,t±) 
iel 
for seT, and a^ = (f,^i)» Is a sampling expansion. 
Proof. Since k is a reproducing kernel, c^k(s,ti) is an 
element of X; also, c j <^ >± (tj , t ± ) = c^ (s , t ± ) , k(s,tj)) 
- (<t>±(s,t±), <()j(s,tj)) = S±y Moreover, a ± - (f,4>±) 
2 7 
= (f(s), c±k(8,t±)) - c±f(t±). Thus 
f(s) = I (f ,(j)i)(j)i(s,ti) - £ f ( t i ) ^ i ( s , t i ) , 
iel iel 
where ^i(s,ti) = c±$±(s , t ± ) . We have uniform convergence 
because k is uniformly bounded, so in this space convergence 
in norm implies uniform convergence by Theorem 1.3. 
In particular the set of functions 
r sin 7r(s-i) i •> 
forms a complete orthonormal system for H-^  and the kernel 
is uniformly bounded on (-oo,+oo) . Thus we have proven: 
Corollary 2.6. Any f in H-^  possesses a sampling expansion 
as 
CO 
c/ \ X sin T T ( S - J ) 
f(s) = I f(i) T T C S - I ) • 
i = — oo 
In actual usage of a sampling expansion, we would compute 
an approximation to the expansion, so an idea of the error 
involved in such an approximation is given by: 
Theorem 2.7. If X is a Hilbert space with r.k. k( x , y ) , and 
X possesses a sampling expansion for any f in X, 
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f(s) = I f ( t ± ) i | ; 1 ( 8 > t i ) , 
I 
and if I ' is a finite subset of I , then defining the 
truncation error to be 
E T,(s) « I f (t 1)i|; i(s >t 1) 
1
 I - 1 1 
gives 
; I F ( S ) | < |E - I c 2 f 2 ( t . ) | 1 / 2 I I c 2 k 2 ( s > t i ) | l / 2 
I E L 1 I - L ' 
for any f in X" = {feX : | | f | | 2 ^ E }, and the c.'s are as 
given in Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. The hypercircle inequality of Golomb and Weinberger 
[6, p. 185] states 
| L f - L f J 2 < |E - | | f 0 | | 2 | 1 / 2 | I ( L * k ) 2 | 1 / 2 , 
I - I * 
where L is a bounded linear functional on a Hilbert space S , 
I I 9 
f is in S " » { G E S : | | G | | ^ E } , and f is an element of S 
of minimum norm satisfying (£Q><b±) = ^>±» f ° r * i n 1 ' > with 
the b ^ ? s fixed constants and {^^ | I E L } is a complete ortho-
normal system for S . 
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Here, with X = S, X" = S", b ± = f ( t ± ) , then 
f Q(s) = I f(t i)c ik(s,t.) 
iel 1 
= I f (t I ) C F) i(s,t i) , 
iel 1 
and 
f(s) = I f (t ±)(J) i(s,t i) , 
iel 
for f in X , f . Also, L f = (f(x),k(x,s)) = f(s). Thus 
s 
|E ( S ) I = |L sf - L 8 f 0 | - | I f (t 1)(fr 1 ( 8 >t 1) | 
I-I ' 
< |E - I f 2 ( t i ) c 2 | 1 / 2 | I c 2 k 2 ( S ) t l ) | l / 2 , 
I' I-I' 
which is what we had to prove. 
For the specific example of Corollary 2.6, for M and 
N positive integers, and i Q(s) the integer nearest s, let 
I' - {i : i Q ( s ) - M < i < i Q(s) + N>. 
In the context of Theorem 2.5, each c^ - 1, and each t^ = i. 
A l s o , s i n ^ T f ( s - i ) < 1, s o t h a t w e h a v e 
I c k
 ( s , t >i = \ i s l n l ? ( s : H i < 
I-I' I-I' T  (s-l) 
a n d f o r s i n ( i 0 ( s ) , i Q ( s ) + 1/2], 
( s - i ) ^ Im + 2N-1I , 
w h i l e f o r s i n ( i Q ( s ) - l / 2 , i Q ( s ) ] , 
J x , ( s - i ) 2 < 'n + 2M - J , 
s o t h a t i f 
: ( s ) = I f(i) sin TT(S-I) 
M,N
 zti' TT(s-i) 
t h e n 
E M „ ( 0 | < |B " I f 2 ( i ) | i , 4 | I 
» J I I — I 1
2 , 4 n | 1 / 2 | V k 2 
w h i c h i s i n t u r n e q u a l t o 
E - I f 2 ( i ) | | I S 1 f ^ ( s - ^ | 
I ' I-I ' 7 T Z (s-i) z 
< ^ I I l / ( s - i ) 
1/2 
thus proving: 
Corollary 2.8. For the space H-^  and sampling expansion 
f(s) = I f(i) sl*JlifL±)_, 
i=_oo TT(s-l) 
the truncation error in considering 
V f(i) sin T T ( S - I ) 
i Q(s) - M TT ( S - i ) 
as an approximation to f ( s ) , where N and M are positive 
I I I I 2 
integers, and ||f|| ^ E, is bounded by 
M,N 
/ xl . /E 
(s)| < — 
k + IN^T' s i n ( i ° ( s ) » i o < s ) + 1 / 2 ^ » 
N + 2M^l' S l n ( i o ( s ) _ 1 / 2 > i o C s ) ] . 
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3. Splines 
Other types of interpolation are often used, one of 
the common types being piecewise linear interpolation. In 
fact, suppose [a,b] is a finite interval and 
a = x Q < X l < ... < x n < x n + 1 = b 
is a partition of the interval. Then for 1 <. p <. n, define 
s p(t) = i 
(t - x p _ 1 ) / ( x p - x p _ ! ) , x p _ ! < t <: x p , 
( xp + l - t ) / ( x p + 1 - x p ) , x p < t < x p + 1 , 
0, o therwise. 
Notice that s p ( x j ) = ^jp> s o ^ f ( x ) is continuous on [a,b], 
by considering f(xj)sj(t) we have a function which equals 
f(x^) when t = x.. and will be zero for t t ( xj-1» x j + l) • Thus 
we shall interpolate with 
I f( xp)s p(t:). p = l 
If x. < t < x M 1 , we have 
I f(x )s (t) = f ( X j ) S j ( t ) + f ( x j + 1 ) s j + 1 ( t ) p=l 
3 3 
f ( X j ) ( X j + 1 - t ) / ( X j + 1 - X j ) + f ( X j + l ) ( t - X j ) / ( X j + l - X j ) 
=
 f ( x j r f l ) - f ( X j ) ( t _ x ) + f ( x j ) . 
x j + l " x j J 
It is easy to see that this last expression is the piecewise 
linear function passing through ( X j , f ( X j ) ) and ( x j + ^ , f ( x ^ + ^ ) ) 
on the interval [ X J , X J + J _ ] , The functions {sp}p=i are called 
Chapeau functions, and their linear combinations, as in the 
interpolatory function above, are called piecewise linear 
splines. Now each Chapeau function is itself a continuous 
function with its derivative existing almost everywhere, and 
since S p ( x j ) = <$jp, we have the piecewise linear splines 
satisfying the first two properties of a sampling expansion, 
for the set C[a,b]. It can also be shown that over succes­
sive refinements of partitions of [a,b], where these refine­
ments in some manner approach a dense subset of [a,b], that 
the interpolating piecewise linear splines converge uniformly 
to a given continuous function f. Thus we can have a uniform 
convergence-like property, similar to that for a sampling 
expansion. 
In addition, these functions have several minimum 
properties. Suppose that f is a function which is absolutely 
continuous on [a,b], with f' in L^tajb] [Note: by f', the 
deriyative of f, we shall mean that element of L^tajb] such 
x 
that f(x) = / f'(s) d s . ] . Then if Pf is the piecewise linear 
a 
spline which interpolates f at each of the X j ' s , then 
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b 
/ [ f (t) - P f (t)]Pf (t) dt 
a 
n+1 x, 
I j [f'(t) - Pf ,(t)]Pf ,(t) dt 
k=l x k _ x 
n+1 x k 
I [f (t) - Pf (t)] | Pf' <<x k + x k . 1 ) / 2 ) 
k«l x k _ 1 
= 0 
since Pf 1 is constant on ( xk_i> xk)> and Pf interpolates f 
at each X j . Thus we have 
b b b 
(2.4) / [f'(t)] 2dt - / [Pf'(t)] 2dt = / [f'(t) - Pf'(t)] 2dt 
since 
b b b 
/ [f'(t) - Pf'(t)] 2dt = J [f'(t)] 2dt - / [Pf'(t)] 2dt 
b 
+ 2/ [f ' (t)Pf 1 (t)]dt 
a 
b 
+ 2 / [Pf f(t)] 2dt 
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b b 
= / [ f ' ( t ) ] 2 d t - / [ P f ' ( t ) ] 2 d t 
b 
+ 2 / [ f » ( t ) - P f » ( t ) ] P f ' ( t ) d t , 
a 
a n d t h i s l a s t t e r m w e h a v e j u s t s h o w n t o b e z e r o . H e n c e w e 
h a v e 
b b
 ? 
J [ f ' ( t ) ] z d t > / [ P f ' ( t ) T d t . 
a a 
A l s o , i n ( 2 . 4 ) s u p p o s e w e r e p l a c e d f ( t ) b y f ( t ) - s ( t ) , w h e r e 
s ( t ) i s a n y p i e c e w i s e l i n e a r s p l i n e . T h e i n t e r p o l a t i n g f u n c ­
t i o n f o r f ( t ) - s ( t ) i s P f ( t ) - s ( t ) , s o t h a t b y ( 2 . 4 ) , 
b b 
/ [ f » ( t ) - s ' ( t ) ] 2 d t - / [ P f ' ( t ) - s ' ( t ) ] 2 d t 
a a 
b
 9 
= / [ f ' ( t ) - s ' ( t ) - P f ' ( t ) + s ' ( t ) ] Z d t . 
N o w w e h a v e t h e i n e q u a l i t y 
b b 
/ [ f ' ( t ) - s ' ( t ) ] 2 d t > / [ P f ' ( t ) - s ' ( t ) ] 2 d t 
a a 
These results do not appear especially surprising when 
viewed alone, but one may observe that 
{/ [f'(t)] 2dt} 
a 
is a seminorm on the space of absolutely continuous func­
tions on the interval [a.b]. In fact, by a generalization 
of the above properties we can glean useful information 
about the process of interpolation with spline functions by 
a correspondence to minimum properties and best approxima­
tions. However, before pursuing that we shall need the 
following information: 
Proposition 2.9. Let X be a Hilbert space, H be a subspace 
of X. Let f belong to X. Then g is the best approximation 
in H to f if and only if g is the orthogonal projection of 
f into H. 
Proof. Let x be in X, and m be the best approximation to x 
in H. Let h belong to H. Then 
2Re(x-m,h) + 
and since m is the best approximation to x, 
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Thus 0 < -2 Re (x-m,h) + | | h | | , or ||h|| :> 2 Re (x-m,h) . 
I.e., for real A ^ 0, 
> 2 ARe(x-m,h) , 
or 
A I I h I I ^ 2Re (x-m,h) , 
which is absurd unless Re(x-m,h) = 0. This still true if 
h is replaced by ih, so that 
(x-m,h) = Re(x-m,h) - iRe(x-m,-ih) = 0. 
Therefore m is the orthogonal projection of x into H. 
Notice that each step is reversible, so we have the 
equivalence of the orthogonal projection of x to H and the 
best approximation of x in H. 
Now, having this fact in mind, we can generalize the 
piecewise linear splines given above to be more than linear 
functions between the x^'s by: 
Definition 2.2. A polynomial spline func tion of degree m^O, 
having the n+1 joints x^ < x 2 <••.< x n is a real valued 
function of class Cm~"'~ (t-°°f+00) , which reduces to a polynomial 
of degree at most m in each of the n+1 intervals (-°°,xi), 
( x 1 , x 2 ) , . . . , (xn,+°°) . 
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Thus the piecewise linear splines, if extended to be 
constant outside of their original interval of definition, 
are polynomial splines of degree 1 with n+2 joints. 
Specifically, we shall be interested in m = 2k-l, 
and n >_ k >_ 1. Let [a,b] be a finite interval with 
a = X j _ < ... < x n = b , 
and consider the class of real-valued functions 
F k[a,b] = { f e C k - 1 [ a ,b ] | f ( k~D is absolutely continuous, 
and f < k ) £ L 2 [ a , b ] } . 
Let S be the subspace of spline functions of degree at most 
m which reduce to polynomials of degree at most k-1 in each 
of (-°°,x^) and (x n,+°°). Then the elements of S have the 
following properties [3]: 
Interpolation Property 
Given f in F [a,b], there is a unique element Pf in S 
such that P f ( x i ) = f ( x ^ ) f for i = l,...,n. 
First Minimum Property 
For f in F k [ a , b ] , s in S, we have 
b b 
/ [ f ( k ) ( x ) - s< k)(x)]2dx > / [f(k)(x) - Pf< k)(x)]2dx 
a a 
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w i t h e q u a l i t y i f and o n l y i f s i s i n P f + TT\_]_> w h e r e ^ - 1 
a r e t h e p o l y n o m i a l s o f d e g r e e k - 1 o r l e s s . 
N o t i c e t h a t t h i s p r o p e r t y c a n b e i n t e r p r e t e d a s 
s t a t i n g t h a t t h e s p l i n e i n t e r p o l a t e i s t h e " s m o o t h e s t " 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o f . 
S e c o n d M i n i m u m P r o p e r t y 
I f f i s i n F k [ a , b ] t h e n 
b b 
/ [ f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x > / [ P f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x , 
w i t h e q u a l i t y i f and o n l y i f f = P f . 
As i n t h e c a s e o f t h e p i e c e w i s e l i n e a r s p l i n e s , t h e 
a b o v e p r o p e r t i e s h a v e b e e n d i s c o v e r e d i n d e p e n d e n t l y o f r e p r o 
d u c i n g k e r n e l s [ 2 ] , H o w e v e r , t h e i d e a o f t h e r e p r o d u c i n g 
k e r n e l g i v e s a n i c e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e s e p r o p e r t i e s . 
F i r s t , we n e e d a s p a c e t o c o n t a i n t h e s p l i n e s , s o we h a v e 
t h e f o l l o w i n g t h e o r e m : 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 0 . T h e l i n e a r s p a c e F k [ a , b ] i s a H i l b e r t s p a c e 
w i t h r e s p e c t t o t h e i n n e r p r o d u c t 
k b 
( f , g ) = I g ( x i ) f ( x 1 ) + / f ( k ) ( y ) g ( k ) ( y ) d y 
i = l a 
T h i s H i l b e r t 
d e f i n e 
s p a c e p o s s e s s e s a r e p r o d u c i n g k e r n e l , f o r i f we 
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c 
. ( x ) = ( x - x j ) . . . ( X - X J - I ) ( x - x j + l ) . . . ( x - x k ) 
J
 ( X J - X - L ) . . . ( x j - x j - l ) ( X J - X J + 1 ) . . . ( X J - X K ) 
t h e n t h e k e r n e l i s 
k 
( 2 . 5 ) k ( y , x ) = I c i ( x ) c i ( y ) + ( - 1 ) k { ( x - y ) 2 k " 1 
i = l 
k k 
+ I I ( x i - x j ) 2 k - 1 c i ( x ) c j ( y ) 
i = l j = l 
k 
" I [ ( x - x i ) 2 k - 1 c i ( y ) + ( x i - y ) 2 k " 1 c i ( x ) ] } / ( k - l ) ! . 
i = l 
P r o o f . L e t i f N J n = l k e a C a u c h y s e q u e n c e o f e l e m e n t s o f 
F k [ a , b ] . F o r e a c h n , i s a n e l e m e n t o f L 2 [ a , b ] , a n d we 
h a v e 
i , 2
 v 2 
f - f = y [ f ( x . ) - f ( x . ) ] 
n m 1 1 L . , L n v l ' m v i / J 
i = l 
+ / B [ F I k ) ( x ) - 4 k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x 
> / [ F ( k )(x) - f < k > ( x ) ] 2 d x 
=
 J
 n m 
a 
4 1 
T h u s { f n ^ n = l i - s a C a u c h y s e q u e n c e i n L ^ t a j b ] , s o i t c o n v e r g e s 
i n n o r m ( i n L ^ ) t o a f u n c t i o n w h i c h we s h a l l w r i t e f ( k ) . 
T h e n t h e f u n c t i o n f h a s k a r b i t r a r y c o n s t a n t s , w h i c h a r e 
d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e p o i n t w i s e l i m i t s o f t h e k s e q u e n c e s 
i f n ( x - ^ ) } n = 2 f o r i = l , . . . , k , w h i c h a r e e a c h C a u c h y s i n c e 
f n - f m l l I I [ f n ( x i ) - f m ( x i ) ] 2 > [ f n ( x j ) - f m ( x j ) ] 2 
i = l 
r i 0 0 
f o r a n y j i n [ l , k ] . S i n c e e a c h o f t h e s e q u e n c e s { f
 n ( x ^ ) } n _ 
c o n v e r g e s p o i n t w i s e , f o r £>0 t h e r e i s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r N 
s o t h a t i f n _> N , a n d 1 <_ j <_ k , 
f 
n ( x j ) - f | 2 < £ 2 / 2 k . 
A l s o , t h e r e i s a n i n t e g e r M s u c h t h a t m >_ M i m p l i e s 
r b ( k ) ( k ) 2 2 , 
/ [ f m ( x ) - f ( x ) ] d x < e / 2 , 
o t h a t i f n > m a x { N , M } , we h a v e 
k b 
f n ~ f | | 2 = I [ f n ( x i ) - f ( x ± ) ] 2 + / [ f ^ k ) ( x ) - f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x 
i = 1 a 
4 2 
k 
< 7 + i _
 = £ 2 
i = 1 2 k 2 k 
T h u s F k [ a , b ] i s a H i l b e r t s p a c e [ s i n c e t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n i s 
r a t h e r l o n g , t h e v e r i f i c a t i o n t h a t k ( y , x ) a s d e f i n e d a b o v e 
i s i n d e e d a r e p r o d u c i n g k e r n e l f o r t h i s s p a c e i s i n t h e 
a p p e n d i x . ] . 
N o t i c e t h a t i n t h e s u m m a t i o n t e r m o f t h e i n n e r p r o d ­
u c t t h a t a l t h o u g h w e h a v e n p o i n t s , t h e u s e o f o n l y k p o i n t s 
s u f f i c e s , s i n c e o n l y k c o n s t a n t s a r e n e e d e d t o d e t e r m i n e a 
f u n c t i o n , g i v e n i t s k - L l l d e r i v a t i v e . A l s o , w e m a d e t h e s t i p ­
u l a t i o n t h a t t h e f u n c t i o n s a r e r e a l - v a l u e d ; b y t h e o b v i o u s 
c h a n g e s t h e s e r e s u l t s a l l w o r k e q u a l l y w e l l f o r c o m p l e x -
v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s . 
N o w l e t P f d e n o t e a b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n o f a n e l e m e n t 
f o f F [ a , b ] i n t h e s u b s p a c e S o f s p l i n e f u n c t i o n s . S i n c e 
k 
F [ a , b ] i s a H i l b e r t s p a c e , i t i s s t r i c t l y c o n v e x [ 5 , p . 2 3 - 4 ] , 
a n d S i s a f i n i t e d i m e n s i o n a l s u b s p a c e , s o t h e b e s t a p p r o x ­
i m a t i o n P f i n S i s u n i q u e [ 6 , p . 1 4 2 ] . T h u s , b y P r o p o s i t i o n 
2 . 9 , P f i s t h e o r t h o g o n a l p r o j e c t i o n o f f i n t o S . B e f o r e 
w e c a n p r o v e t h e I n t e r p o l a t i o n P r o p e r t y , w e n e e d t h e f o l l o w ­
i n g l e m m a : 
L e m m a 2 . 1 1 . T h e s p a n o f K = { k ( x , x ^ ) , . . . , k ( x , x n ) } i s S . 
P r o o f . F r o m G r e v i l l e [ 8 , p . 3 ] , w e k n o w t h a t a s p l i n e 
f u n c t i o n s c a n b e w r i t t e n i n g e n e r a l a s 
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2k-l 
(x) = p (x) + I C j ( X - X j ) + 
j = 1 
for some p in fT^-l* w n e r e the coefficients c^ satisfy 
n 
(2.6) I c,x] = 0, 
j = l 
for r = 0,l,...,k-l. Since (2.6) gives us k equations in n 
unknowns, the dimension of its solution space is n-k. Also, 
Tr^-l is of dimension k, so the dimension of S must be n-k+k 
or n. Now F [a,b] is a space which is sufficiently rich to 
contain functions which are nonzero at each x^, so from 
Chapter I we know that the set {k (x , x - ^ ) , . . . , k (x , x n ) } is 
linearly independent. It is also evident from the formula 
(2.5) for k(x,y) that k(x,x^) is in S for j = l,...,n, so 
that we have S = span {k (x , xj_),..., k (x , x n ) } . 
Theorem 2.12. Given f in F [a,b], Pf is the unique element 
in S which interpolates f at each of x^,...,x n. 
Proof. Since an orthogonal projection is self-adjoint and 
P is exact on S [i.e. , Ps = s for any s in S] , we have 
Pf(x ±) = (Pf(x),k(x,x 1)) = (f,Pk(x, X i)) 
= (f(x) ,k(x,x ±)) = f < x ± ) , 
4 4 
a n d we g e t t h e u n i q u e n e s s s i n c e P i s s i n g l e - v a l u e d . 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 3 . I f f b e l o n g s t o F [ a , b ] , a n d s i s i n S , t h e n 
b b 
/ [ f ( k ) ( x ) - s ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x > / [ f < k > ( x ) - P f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x , 
w i t h e q u a l i t y i f a n d o n l y i f s i s i n P f + T ^ - i . 
P r o o f . S i n c e P i s a n o r t h o g o n a l p r o j e c t i o n , f o r a n y g i n 
F k [ a , b ] we h a v e t h e P y t h a g o r e a n T h e o r e m , 
2 2 g - P g + Pg 
T a k i n g g = f - s , a n d r e m e m b e r i n g t h a t Ps = s f o r s i n S , 
f - s 2 = f - s - P ( f - s ) 2 + P ( f - s ) 2 
f - s - P f + P s | | 2 + I IP f — Ps I I 2 
f - P f I I 2 + I I P f - s I I 2 
T h u s 
k b 
I [ f ( x 1 ) - s ( x 1 ) ] 2 + / [ f ^ k ) ( x ) - s ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x 
i = 1 a 
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k b 
I [ f ( x i ) - P f ( x ± ) ] 2 + / [ f ( k ) ( x ) - P f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x 
i = l a 
k b 
+ I [ P f ( x i ) - s ( x i ) ] 2 + / [ P f < k > ( x ) - s < k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x , 
i = l a 
w h i c h b y T h e o r e m 2 . 1 2 i s 
b b 
/ [ f ( k ) ( x ) - s ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x = / [ f ( k ) ( x ) - P f < k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x 
a a 
b 
+ / [ P f ( k ) ( x ) - s ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x , 
a 
a n d t h e l a s t t e r m i s n o n n e g a t i v e , i m p l y i n g t h e F i r s t 
M i n i m u m P r o p e r t y . T h e e q u a l i t y c o n c l u s i o n c o m e s f r o m t h e 
f a c t t h a t t h e k^- d e r i v a t i v e o f s i s i d e n t i c a l l y z e r o o n l y 
i n c a s e s i s a p o l y n o m i a l o f d e g r e e l e s s t h a n k . 
T h e S e c o n d M i n i m u m P r o p e r t y c o m e s f r o m t h e f a c t t h a t , 
f r o m T h e o r e m 2 . 1 , t h e i n t e r p o l a t e o f f o f m i n i m a l n o r m i s 
i n t h e s p a n o f { k ( x , X j ^ ) , . . . , k ( x , x R ) } , i m p l y i n g t h a t i n 
F [ a , b ] s u c h a n i n t e r p o l a t e i s i n S. H o w e v e r , b y T h e o r e m 
2 . 1 2 , P f i s t h e u n i q u e i n t e r p o l a t e o f f i n S , s o P f s a t i s f i e s 
k b . 
I f 2 ( x i ) + / [ f ( k ) ( x ) ] 2 d x > | | P f | | 2 
i = l a 
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k b 
I P f 2 ( X i ) + / [Pf ( k ) (x)] 2dx, 
i = l a 
establishing the Second Minimum Property. 
4. Iteration 
The following example is due to Stiefel [15], and is 
somewhat different from the problems we have already consid­
ered, but is an application of the results of Section One. 
Suppose that X is a Hilbert space of functions defined 
on R, and that X contains at least the polynomials. Let A 
be a linear transformation from X into X such that A is an 
injection. We want to solve the problem 
A(x) = k, 
for a given k, by an iterative technique which assumes 
that x Q = 0 and defines 
x i + l " x i + A x i 
where q, is called a relaxation factor and r. is the residual 
r ± = k - A ( x i ) . 
4 7 
Thus we want to choose the directions and lengths of the 
segments of the paths through the choice of the q^. Notice 
that if A is symmetric and positive definite then we have 
a steepest descent method. 
We are after an n-step iteration which yields the 
least error in some form along whatever path we choose. To 
obtain the error, we need the residual polynomials, which 
are given by 
r i + l = k - A (x i + l> = k " A < x i + ^ A x i } 
k - A ( x ± + ~r±) = k - A ( x ± ) - T 7 A ( r ± ) = r ± - ^A(r±) 
= (I - = (I -A) ... (I -A)k. 
If we introduce a real variable A, we can define 
n - 1 
R n ( A ) = n ( 1 - X / q ± ) . 
i = 0 
Notice that R ( 0 ) = 1 . 
n 
Now we introduce as a measure of the error the 
integral 
b 
(2.7) 
a 
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where [a,b] contains all the roots of R n(^)» a n d where 
b 
(2.8) (f,g) = / f(A)g(A)da(A) 
a 
is the inner product on the Hilbert space X. We thus want 
to minimize (2.7), since it gives a measure of the cumula­
tive error along the path. We have: 
Theorem 2.14. Any polynomial R n having degree n, real roots, 
and satisfying R n ( 0 ) = 1 determines uniquely an iteration 
process yielding as last residual r n = R n(A)k, and vice 
versa. 
This theorem is easily seen to be true since we 
merely take the roots of R n to be the relaxation factors as 
above. In X, the polynomials of degree less than n+1 form 
a finite dimensional space, so they have a reproducing kernel 
k n ( x , y ) . Now, from Theorem 2.1, 
(2.9) k n(A,0) 
k n(0,0) 
is the interpolate of (0,1) of minimal norm, i.e. the 
interpolate of (0,1) such that (2.7) is minimized. Thus by 
Theorem 2.14, take as relaxation factors the roots of the 
polynomials (2.9), which Szego [16] has shown to be real and 
in [a,b]. 
Unfortunately, this iterative process suffers from 
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stability problems since there are n! possible paths that 
can be chosen, and also the roots of the polynomial (2.9) 
are generally quite difficult to find. We therefore make 
the modification which follows. 
De f ine 
R,(X) - k i ( X > 0 ) 
1
 ki(0,0) 
for i = l,...,n. The 's are themselves orthogonal poly­
nomials with an inner product like (2.8) [15, p.5] provided 
that 0 is not in (a,b), so they will be linked by a recur­
sive relation 
XR ±(X) = - a ± R i + 1 ( X ) + c i R i ( X ) - b i R i _ 1 ( X ) . 
Well, R^(0) = 1, so that = + b^, and the recursion 
b ecomes 
XR ±(X) = - a i R i + 1 ( X ) + ( a i + b i ) R i ( X ) - b i R i _ 1 ( X ) . 
Taking r Q = k, we have the residuals r^ = R^(A)k, and sub­
stituting A for X gives 
A R ± ( A ) = - a i R i + 1 ( A ) + (a ± + b ± ) R i ( A ) - b i R ± _ 1 ( A ) , 
which implies 
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(2.10) A r ± = - a ± r i + 1 + (a ± + b ±)r - b i r 1 _ 1 . 
Now if we define Ar^ = TC±+i - *± we have (2.10) as 
(2.11) A r ± = (biAri_i - A ( r i ) ) / a i . 
Now we want to construct an iteration which yields 
the rj/s as residuals. Again, we shall assume that x Q = 0, 
and we shall also define AXJ_ = x^+i - x^ , and Ax_i = 0. 
Now , 
A r i = r i + l " r i = k ~ A ( x i + l ) - k - A ( x ± ) = - A ( A x i ) , 
so that from (2.11) we get 
x i = ( ri + biAxi_i)/ai-
Notice that r Q = k = k - A ( x Q ) , and thus by the construction 
x i + l = x i + A x i , 
we have designed an iterative process which yields the resid­
uals r^ at each step, since 
1 b i 
k - A ( x ± + 1 ) = k - A(x± + r ± + x i _ l ) 
a± a i 
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1 b± 
k - A ( x ± ) - — A ( r ± ) - — A C x i . i ) 
1 bi 
" i 7 A < r i ) + r i + 7 I A r i - l > 
which is equal to *±+± since this the same expression as 
obtained by solving (2.10) for *±+±» The advantage of this 
iterative scheme is that, first, it does not require know­
ledge of the roots of any of the 's. Moreover, at each 
step we have picked the polynomial of minimum error so that 
we have made each step a best step instead of trying to 
achieve a best path in picking all of the steps, as in the 
first part. 
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CHAPTER III 
APPROXIMATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Problems of approximation of linear functionals are 
our concern in Chapter III. Section One explores the basic 
results connecting approximation of linear functionals with 
approximation of their representers. The space F k[a,b] of 
the previous chapter is revisited in Section Two in order 
to examine approximation in the sense of Sard. In Section 
Three a constructive method of approximation is explored. 
1. Approximation of Representers 
Quite often when we are working with a bounded 
linear functional on some space, the actual computation 
of the values of the functional become rather difficult. 
For example, on the right spaces integration is a bounded 
linear functional, but many integrals are very difficult 
to compute. Thus the problem arises of approximation of 
the value of the integral, using perhaps 
I a±Li ( f ) 
with some easily computed functionals L^. 
Suppose that we have a set { L j J i = l, . . . ,n } of linearly 
independent bounded linear functionals, and let S be the 
span of the set {$1, . . . , <f>n} , where (f)^  is the representer of 
5 3 
L ^ . N o t i c e t h a t s i n c e { L ^ , . . . , L n } i s a l i n e a r l y i n d e p e n d e n t 
s e t , we h a v e {4> ^ > • • • > <J>n) a l s o l i n e a r l y i n d e p e n d e n t . L e t L 
b e t h e b o u n d e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l o n X w h i c h we w a n t t o 
a p p r o x i m a t e b y a f u n c t i o n a l i n t h e s p a n o f t h e L ^ ' s i n s u c h 
a w a y t h a t t h e n o r m o f t h e e r r o r f u n c t i o n a l 
n 
R - L - I a±L± 
i = l 
i s m i n i m i z e d . W i t h t h i s b a c k g r o u n d , we now h a v e : 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . L e t P b e t h e o r t h o g o n a l p r o j e c t i o n o f X o n t o a 
s u b s p a c e S o f X . I f (J) i s t h e r e p r e s e n t e r o f t h e b o u n d e d 
l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l L , t h e n P(J) i s t h e r e p r e s e n t e r o f t h e 
u n i q u e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n L t o L b y a f u n c t i o n a l o f t h e f o r m 
i = l 
a i L i 
w i t h r e s p e c t t o f u n c t i o n a l n o r m . 
Lemma 3 . 2 . T i s a b o u n d e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l o f t h e f o r m 
i = l 
a.L. 
i f a n d o n l y i f t h e r e p r e s e n t e r g o f T i s i n S . 
P r o o f . W e l l , T ( f ) i s g i v e n b y 
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n n n _ 
T(f) = I a±L±(f) = I a±(fA±) - (f, I C i ^ i ) , 
i = l i = l i = l 
and since by the Riesz Representation Theorem, representers 
are unique, 
n _ 
g = I ai<J>i 
i = l 
in S is the unique representer of T. Since the argument is 
symmetric, we have the equivalence. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From Proposition 2.8, we know that 
best approximation to S and orthogonal projection to S are 
equivalent, so for any s in S we have 
| |<|>-s| | > | U-P(J)| | . 
Let L be the bounded linear functional which has P(J) as its 
representer. By the Riesz Representation Theorem we know 
that | |L| I = | |P<J>| | , the norms taken in their respective 
spaces. Since P(J) is in the span of {<J)]_, . . . , (J)n} , we know 
by the Lemma 3.2 that L is of the form 
n 
5" a . L . , 
i-i 1 1 
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A l s o , i f b ] _ , . . . , b n a r e s c a l a r s , t h e n 
n n 
L " I b . L . | | = | |<f> - I b . c j ) . 
i = l i = l 
= | | ( J ) - P ( J ) | | = | | L - L | | . 
T h u s L i s a b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o L , a n d w e h a v e u n i q u e n e s s 
b y t h e f a c t t h a t P<j> i s t h e u n i q u e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n o f <j) i n 
S . 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 3 . W i t h t h e h y p o t h e s e s o f T h e o r e m 3 . 1 , t h e v a l u e 
o f t h e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o L a t f e q u a l s t h e v a l u e o f L a t 
t h e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n o f f . I . e . , L ( f ) = L ( P f ) . 
P r o o f . W e l l , L ( f ) = ( f , P < j > ) = ( P f , < j > ) = L ( P f ) , s i n c e a n 
o r t h o g o n a l p r o j e c t i o n i s s e l f - a d j o i n t . 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . T h e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n L t o L i s e x a c t o n S . 
P r o o f . I f s i s i n S , w e h a v e t h a t P s = s , s o t h a t 
L ( s ) = L ( P s ) = L ( s ) . 
E x a m p l e 3 . 1 . L e t u s r e t u r n t o t h e s p a c e F [ a , b ] , a n d 
c o n s i d e r S a s t h e s e t o f s p l i n e f u n c t i o n s w e h a d b e f o r e . W e 
s h a l l d e f i n e t h e l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s L ^ ( f ) = f ( x ^ ) , f o r i = l , 
. . . , n . S i n c e F k [ a , b ] i s a r . k . H i l b e r t s p a c e w e k n o w t h a t 
e a c h L ^ i s b o u n d e d . A l s o , t h e r e p r e s e n t e r o f L ^ i s k ( x , x ^ ) 
s i n c e ( f ( x ) , k ( x , x ^ ) ) - f ( x ^ ) . R e c a l l f r o m L e m m a 2 . 1 1 w e 
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know that S = span{k(x ,x^) k ( x , x n ) } . Now let L be a 
bounded linear functional on F [a,b] and suppose we want to 
find the best approximation L to L of the form 
n 
I a ± f ( x ± ) . 
i=l 
We want the best approximation in the same sense as in 
Theorem 3.1--that of minimizing the norm of the residual. 
Thus if (f) is the representer of L, then the representer of 
L is P(f), which is the spline interpolate of $. 
To be specific, consider the problem of integration 
on the interval [0,1], in the space F^[0,1]. The linear 
functional L is thus 
1 
L(f) = / f(x)dx. 
0 
number of joints be three, namely x^ = 0, x 2 = 1/3, 
2/3. Then the functionals are defined by 
f((i-l)/3), and the representer of L is [In the 
for the r.k., we assume c^(x) = 1 when k = l . ] , 
L xk(x,y) = 1 + y - y 2 / 2 , 
and the reproducing kernel is 
Let the 
and x^ 
L ± ( f ) = 
f o rmula 
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T l + x , y ^ x 
k ( x , y ) = 1 + y - ( y - x ) + = <\ 
1+ y . x >. y 
for the inner product taken with respect to x, when the 
inner product is 
1 
(f,g) = f(0)g(0) + / f'(x)g'(x)dx. 
0 
From Chapter II, we know that the best approximation 
P(L k(x,y)) is merely the interpolate in the space of spline 
functions, which is given by 
(x) = P(L xk(x,y)) - 1 + |x - y ( x - l / 3 ) + - j ( x - 2 / 3 ) + 
Then if f is in F 1 [ 0 , 1 ] , we have 
1 c 
(f(x),s(x)) - f ( 0 ) + / f ' ( x ) | dx 
1 l,x>l/3 1 l,x>2/3 
/ -^f ' (x){ }dx - / ff » (x){ }d 
0 0,x<l/3 0 0,x<2/3 
= f(0)/6 + f(l/3)/3 + f(2/3)/2 
= L X(f)/6 + L 2(f)/3 + L 3 ( f ) / 2 . 
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Comparing the answers given by this method, for f(x) = x , 
o 
we observe that (x ,s(x)) = 5/18, as compared to an exact 
value of 1/3, and for f(x) = c, a constant, 
(c,s(x)) = c/6 + c/3 + c/2 = c, 
the exact result which was guaranteed by Corollary 3.4. 
2. Approximation in the Sense of Sard 
Now let us consider, in the space F [a,b], the best 
approximation to a bounded linear functional L in the sense 
of Sard [3]. Since n >^ k, there are numbers a^,...,a n, such 
that 
n 
R(f) = L(f) - I a - L ^ f ) = 0 
i=l 
for any polynomial of degree less than k-1. Let Q be the 
set of functionals T of the form 
n 
i=l 
which annihilate all polynomials of degree less than k-1. 
By Peano 1 s Theorem the residual R is 
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R ( g ) = / g ( k ) ( t ) K ( t ) d t 
k r 
f o r a n y g i n F [ a , b ] , w h e r e K i s t h e P e a n o k e r n e l 
K ( t ) = R x [ ( x - t ) ^ - 1 ] / ( k - l ) ! . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 . L * , t h e b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o L i n t h e 
s e n s e o f S a r d , i s t h e b o u n d e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l i n Q w h i c h 
m i n i m i z e s 
b 
( 3 . 1 ) / K z ( t ) d t . 
F o r L 1 i n Q we k n o w t h a t 
R|I = I L - L ' 1 1 = s u p IR(f) 
I If I 1 < 1 
b 
s u p | J K ( t ) f ( k ) ( t ) d t 
fI I<1 a 
b
 9 1 / 2 b o 1 / 2 
< s u p | J K Z ( t ) d t | | J ( f ( k > ( t ) ) 2 d t | 
I If I I<1 a a 
6 0 
b 1 / 2 
< 1/ K 2 ( t ) d t | 
A l s o , i f 
(t) = jY 1 . . . / t k _ 1 ^ dtkdtk.1...dt1. 
a a 
w h e r e 
b . 1 / 2 
c = I r Kz(t> d t i 
t h e n f ^ k ^ ( t ) = K ( t ) / C , a n d 
RlI > I/ K ( t ) f ( k ) ( t ) d t 
= | J K ( t ) ^ - d t | = | J K 2 ( t ) d t | 
a C a 
T h u s m i n i m i z i n g t h e i n t e g r a l ( 3 . 1 ) a l s o m i n i m i z e s t h e n o r m 
o f L - L 1 , s o we h a v e L = L * s i n c e b y C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 L i s e x a c t 
o n S , i m p l y i n g t h a t L - L a n n i h i l a t e s t h e p o l y n o m i a l s o f 
d e g r e e l e s s t h a n k - 1 , s o t h a t L i s i n Q. We t h u s k n o w t h a t 
b e s t a p p r o x i m a t i o n i n o p e r a t o r n o r m t o t h e s e t o f o p e r a t o r s 
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of the f o rm 
I a i L i 
is also the best approximation in the sense of Sard in the 
space F [ a,b ] . 
It is also of interest to consider the error 
R(f) = L(f) - L ( f ) . 
Since L(f) - L(f) = (f,<J>-P<|>) = ( ( I-P ) f , <J>) , by the Cauchy 
Schwartz inequality we have 
|L(f) - L(f) | < | |f | | • | |<fr-P<|>| | , 
and 
|L(f ) - L(f ) | < | |(f>| | • | | f-Pf | | . 
However, P is an orthogonal projection, so I-P is also an 
orthogonal projection, implying that 
( f , ( i - p ) 4 > ) = ( f , ( I - P ) 2 4 > ) = ( ( i - P ) f , ( i - P H ) , 
so that we have another estimate 
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L(f) - L ( f ) | £ | | f-Pf | | • | | 4>-P4> | | . 
Then if f £ r, since in Chapter II we found that 
and we have 
so that 
fI I 2 = I If-PfI I2 + I IPf1 1 2 
f-Pf 2 < (r 2 - Pf 2 ) 
| L (f ) - L ( f ) | £ | |<J>-P<J>| |/r z - | | Pf | | z . 
Notice that now we have a bound which depends on f only to 
the extent of Pf ; i.e., if S is the orthogonal complement of 
S, then we have the same bound for any g in Pf + S for which 
I|g|I < r -
3. Constructive Techniques 
In Section One we showed that an approximation of a 
functional L by a linear combination of the functionals 
L^, for 1 <_ i <^  n, treated the span of the representers of 
the functionals exactly. Then in the space F [a,b] we know 
that for splines with joints x^,...,x n, k(x,x^) is in the 
span of the representers k (x , xj_ ) , . . . , k (x , x n ) so k(x,x^) is 
treated exactly, for each i in [l,n]. It is now of interest 
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to see a proof showing how the interpolating constants are 
chosen, so while the following theorem is actually a corol­
lary to Corollary 3.4, we shall demonstrate a constructive 
proof. 
Theorem 3.5. For a bounded linear functional L on a r.k. 
Hilbert space, the best approximation L 1 of the form 
treats the functions k ( x , x ^ ) , . . . , k(x , x n)exactly, for fixed 
distinct x,,...,x . 
± n 
Proof . As before, if (}>(x) is the representer of L, and 
n 
R(f) = L(f) - I a±f(x±) 
i = l 
then 
n 
R(f) = (f ,cj>) - l a (f (x) ,k(x,x )) 
i = l 
n _ 
= (f (x) ,4>(x) - I a.k(x,x )) , 
i=l 
and by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
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n _ 2 
R ( f ) I 2 < I | f I I I U - I a j k C - . x , ) | | , 
i=l 
so we shall be interested in minimizing the positive definite 
quadratic form 
S - H * - I a k(-,x ) 
Using the calculus of variations, if a^ varies a small amount 
6 a , , we have 
_ n _ 
(6S) - (-6a, k(x,x, ) ,<f)(x) - £ a,k(x,x.)) 
a v k K. ^ i i 
n _ _ 
+ (<|)(x) - I a i k ( x , x i ) , - 6 a k k ( x , x k ) ) 
i = l 
_ n 
= - 6 a U ( x ) - I a . k ( x k , X i ) ) 
i=l 
n _ 
- 6 a k ( < p ( x ) - 5| a k(x x )) 
i=l 1 R 1 
Thus ( 6 S ) a vanishes for each k, if 
k 
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n _ 
<J)(xk) = I a i k ( x k , x i ) . 
i = l 
Since k(x k,x^) = (k (x , x^ ) , k (x , x^ ) ) and the x^'s are distinct, 
as in the proof to Theorem 2.1, the matrix of this linear 
system is a Gram matrix [assuming that the space is rich 
enough to have a nonzero function at each x^] and is hence 
nonsingular, so there will be a solution. Since the repre­
senter of the residual is as given above, for optimal choice 
of the a.'s, 
1 ' 
n _ 
R(k(x,x k)) = (k(x,x x , x • ) ) 
i= 1 
n 
= <J>(x, ) - I a k(x k,x.) = 0. 
k
 i = l 1 
Now, instead of fixing the abscissae and choosing the 
weights, we shall examine the case in which the weights are 
fixed but we may vary the abscissae. 
Theorem 3.6. In a r.k. Hilbert space, if the weights w^ are 
prescribed, then the best approximation of the form 
| WifCxi) 
i = l 
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for k = 
k, and 
X. 
Proof. 
to a bounded linear functional L has the property that it 
treats the functions 
3 ^ k ( x , x k ) , 
l,...,n, exactly, provided that the derivatives of 
derivatives of the representer of L exist and are in 
If (J) (x) is the representer of L, and 
n 
R(f) = L(f) - I w f(x ) , 
i = l 
then we have the same positive definite quadratic form to 
minimize as in Theorem 3.5, 
n _ 2 
S - I I * - I w . k ( - , x . ) | | . 
i= 1 
Here, if we make a small change 6x^. in x^ we have, provided 
the derivatives exist, 
k k i = 1 
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Thus this expression vanishes for 
^ k < X k ) " J i " i 3 f e k ( X k , X l ) -
Now if we have a choice of x.'s that minimizes S, ( 6 S ) 
X k 
will be zero for each x,. Notice that 
k 
( I | k ( x , x k ) , * ( x ) ) = ( lim " ( x . x f r + h ) - k < » » * k > , < K x ) ) 
d x V h+0 n 
Thus 
= lim ( k ( * , x v + h ) h - k C x . x v ) ^ M x ) ) 
= lim ^ [(|>(xk+h) - (|>(xk)] 
h+0 
= 4>'(x,). 
9 9 n _ 
R ( ~ k ( x , x k ) ) = k ( x , x k ) , < | > ( x ) - Z w A ( x , x 1 ) ) 
3 x k 9 x k ^ 1 1 
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= <f>'(xk) - I W i ^ k C x i . x k ) = 0. 
i = l fc 
If we leave weights and abscissae free, we have: 
Corollary 3.7. If the appropriate derivatives and distinct 
points exist, then an approximation of the form 
n 
I w ± f ( x i ) 
i«l 
with neither the weights w i nor the points x^ prescribed, 
is exact for the 2n functions 
(k(x,x i) k(x,x i) | i = l,...,n}. 
Unfortunately, the existence of the appropriate 
derivatives is not a trivial limitation, as the following 
simple example shows. 
Example 3.2. Let X be the subspace of F 1[0,1] consisting of 
those functions which vanish at the origin. This space is a 
Hilbert space with the inner product defined by 
1 
( f . g ) » J f'(x)g'(x)dx. 
0 
The kernel function for this space is 
7 0 
k(x,y) = {X; g X 
Notice that 
3 i / ^ j°> y > x 
is undefined for x = y, which is bad since the equation 
defining the points in the proof of Theorem 3 . 6 becomes 
meaningless for x^ = x k . Thus even in the relatively simple 
example given here, we cannot use Theorem 3 . 6 . 
Example 3 . 3 . Let X be the Hilbert space of functions of a 
complex variable x which are analytic inside the region 
|x| < r, and continuous for |x| = r, where r is a positive 
number. The inner product is defined as 
(f . g ) - f(x)g(x) |dx 
x I «r 
and the reproducing kernel is the Szego kernel [9] 
k(x,y) = r / [ 2 T T ( r 2 - yx) ] . 
From Corollary 3 . 7 we know that a best approximation 
of the form 
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to a bounded linear functional must be exact for the 2 n 
f unc tions 
r 2 — ry 2 — 2 ' 
2 ? ( r - y xk> » 2 ¥ ( r - y x k ) 
for k = l,...,n, and the best approximation will entail 
choosing the 1 s and the x^'s. 
Now it will in general be possible to express the 
2 n functions 
J 1 1 Ay) = y  n (i - £*k) 
J
 k=l 
for j = 0 ,1,... , 2n-l, as a linear combination of the above 
functions, so that the (y) must also be treated exactly 
by the best approximation to a given functional. However, 
as r-*00, 
qj (y) + y*3 
for each j , 
ment in the 
Thus 
so these limiting functions achieve 
limit as r becomes infinite. 
if we consider Gaussian quadrature, 
exact treat-
i.e. approx-
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imate integration of the form 
I A ± f ( x ± ) 
we know that for optimal choice of the A^'s , the Gaussian 
quadrature will be exact for polynomials of degree less than 
2n. Hence in this space, Gaussian quadrature appears as the 
limit as ?->-°°
 Q f a sequence of optimal quadrature rules. 
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APPENDIX 
7 4 
To show that k(y,x) as defined in Theorem 2.10 is a 
r.k. on F k [ a , b ] . For convenience, we shall divide k into 
f ive parts , 
and 
Pi = I c (x)c. (y) , 
j = l J J 
P 2 = ( x - y ) ^ - 1 
k k 
P 3 " I I ( x m - x j ) + k " l c m < x ) c j < y ) > 
m=l j =1 
P A 5 8 - I (x-x . ) 2_ k" 1c . (y) , 
j=l J 
P 5 = " I (x.-y)2 k"lc (x) 
1 = 1 J J 
Well, 
k 
(f(y),Pi) = (f(y), I c j ( x ) C j ( y ) ) 
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(k) (k) 
I f(x ±) I c j ( x i ) c j ( x ) + / f(y) X C j ( x ) C j '<y)dy 
i=l j=l a j=l 
k 
I f (x.)c. (x). 
i = l 1 1 
N e x t , 
k b 
( f ( y ) , P 2 ) - I f(x ±)(x-x ±)2k-l + / f(k)(y)[(x-y)2k-l](k) d y 
i= 1 a 
V * t w s2k-l , r* ( k ) ,
 w .,k(2k-l)! N k - l J 
( x ± ) ( x - x i ) + + j f v (y)(-D (k-i) 1 (x~y) dy 
k 
J f (x ±) ( x - x i ) 2 . k - 1 + (-l) k(2k-l) I f ( x ) 
i = l 
, k-1 (i) 
- (-l) K(2k-l) ! I - ^ i - ( x - a ) 1 . 
i = 0 i ! 
A l s o , 
k
 k 
2k-l ( f ( y ) , P 3 ) = I f ( x ± ) I J ( x m - x i ) 2 k - 1 c m ( x ) c i ( x i 
i = l m=l j=l J 
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Now 
b k k 
+ / f ( k ) ( Y ) I I ( x m - x j ) 2 _ k " 1 c m ( x ) c j k ) (y)dy 
a m= 1 j = 1 
k k 
I f(x±) I ( x m - X i ) £ k - l c m ( x ) . 
i=l m=l 
k k 
( f ( y ) , P 4 ) = " I f ( x ± ) I ( x - x j ) f " 1 c j ( x i ) 
i=l j = 1 
J b f ( k ) ( y ) ! ( x - X j ) 2 k - i c j k ) ( y ) d y 
a j = l 
k 
I f ( x i ) ( x - x ± ) 2 k - 1 
i= 1 
Lastly , 
k k 
(f(y),P 5) « " I f(x ±) I (x -x±)lk 1 c j ( x ) 
i=l j=l 
- J b f ( k ) ( y ) I [ ( x i - y ) i k - 1 ] ( k ) c i ( x ) d y 
a i=l 
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I f ( x ± ) I ( x 1 - x i ) + c i (x) 
i = l j = l 
V t w n k (2k-l) ! r XJ, .k-l.(k) 
- 2, C j ( x ) ( - 1 )
 ( k _ 1 ) , J ( X j - y ) + f ( y ) d y 
j =1 a 
k k 
I f(x.) I ( x 1 - x i ) 2 k - l C l ( x ) 
i=l j=l 
k k - 1
 f ( i ) ( v 
I c. (x)(-l ) k ( 2 k-l) !{f(x.)- £ , / ^ (x.-a) 1} 
j=l J J i=0 l ! J 
Combining the above, 
(f (y) ,k(y,x)) =
 ( 2 k ^ ) ; k ( f (y),P 4) + ( 2 k - l ) ! ( f ( y ) > P 2 ) 
+
 ^ T 7 7 k ( f ( y ) j p 3 ) + ( f ( y ) > p i } + 7 2 T T i T T ( f ( y ) ' p 5 ) 
I f C x . X x - x . ) ^ - ! + t i i \ f ( X i ) ( x - X i ) 2 k - l 
( 2 k-l)!
 ± t 1 1 1 + ( 2 k-l)! ± i 1 1 l / + 
+ f ( x ) - I f . / ^ ( x - a ) 1 
i = 0 1* 
+
 ( 2 ^ 1 ) ^ ^ f ( X i } i ( x m - x i ) i k " l c m < x ) + I f ( X i ) c ± ( x ) 
1 ;
' i = l m = l i = l 
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(-1) 
(2k-l) ! 
k k 
I f ( x ± ) I ( x r X i ) 2 k - l 
i-1 j = l 
C j (x) 
k 
- I f ( X j ) C j (x) 
j =1 
k 
I -
k-1 
( x ) I 
i = 0 
f ( i ) ( a ) ( x j - a ) 1 
k-1
 f ( i ) , , . k k-1 f ( i ) , v 
= f(x) - I f . / ^ ( x - a ) 1 + I c.(x) I f
 i t
( a ) ( x - a ) 1 
i=0 * j = l
 3
 i=0 J 
k-1
 f ( i ) / x k 
= f ( x ) - I K & ) { ( x - a ) 1 - I c . C x X x . - a ) 1 } 
i = 0 1 * j = l J 
The last term is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial for 
( x - a ) 1 , which is equal to ( x - a ) 1 , and the expression in the 
braces is therefore zero. Thus we have 
f ( x ) = ( f ( y ) , k ( y , x ) ) . 
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